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Bob Brown's Reading Machine:
Abbreviated Writing and Browsers Fifty
Years Before Txt, Tweets, and WWW.

The significance of Bob Brown’s eerily prophetic
The Readies now resides as much in media
experiments as in literary studies. Taken as a
whole, the manifesto speaks not only to students of
modernism, but also, and perhaps more importantly,
to a wider audience interested in media technologies’
impact on a process we take for granted: reading.
This important manifesto, on a par with André
Breton’s Surrealist manifestos or Tristan Tzara’s
Dadaist declarations, includes plans for an electric
reading machine and strategies for preparing the eye
for mechanized reading. There are instructions for
preparing texts as “readies” and detailed quantitative
explanations about the invention and mechanisms
involved in this peculiar machine.
In the generic spirit of avant-garde manifestos,
Brown writes with enthusiastic hyperbole about the
machine’s breathtaking potential to change how we
read and learn. In 1930, the beaming out of printed
text over radio waves or in televised images had a
science fiction quality—or, for the avant-garde, a
fanciful art-stunt feel. Today, Brown’s research on
reading seems remarkably prescient in light of textmessaging (with its abbreviated language), electronic
text readers, and even online books like the digital
edition of this volume. Brown’s practical plans for
his reading machine, and his descriptions of its
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meaning and implications for reading in general,
were at least fifty years ahead of their time.
These lines conjure a fantastic, if archaic, alternate
world in their exhaustive descriptions of the reading
machine’s operations, the details seeming at once
quaint, futuristic…and Kindle-esque: “Extracting
the dainty
reading roll
from its pill
box container
the reader slips
it smoothly
into its slot in
the machine,
sets the speed
regulator, turns
A prototype of the reading machine built by on the electric
current and the
Ross Saunders, 1931c.
whole 100,000,
200,000, 300,000 or million words spill out before
his eyes . . . in one continuous line of type . . . My
machine is equipped with controls so the reading
record can be turned back or shot ahead . . .
magnifying glass . . . moved nearer or farther from
the type, so the reader may browse in 6 point, 8, 10,
12, 16 or any size that suits him.” (Use of the word
“browse,” incidentally, in reference to a graphical
interface device rather than perusal in a bookshop
or library does not appear again until the late 1980s,
with the advent of database browsers.)
Brown’s reading machine was designed to “unroll
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a televistic readie film” in the style of modernist
experiments; the design also followed the changes
in reading practices during the first quarter of the
twentieth century. Gertrude Stein understood that
Brown’s machine, as well as his processed texts
for it, suggested a shift toward a different way to
comprehend texts. That is, the mechanism of this
book, a type of book explicitly built to resemble
reading mechanisms like ticker-tape machines
rather than a codex, produced—at least for Stein—
specific changes in reading practices.
In Brown’s Readie, punctuation marks become
visual analogies. For movement we see em-dashes
(—) that also, by definition, indicate that the
sentence was interrupted or cut short. These created
a “cinemovietone” shorthand system. The old uses
of punctuation, such as employment of periods to
mark the end of a sentence, disappear. Reading
machine-mediated text becomes more like watching
a continuous series of flickering frames become a
movie.
Recognizing punctuation marks as analogies for
cinematographic zooms, close-ups, and special
effects also allows the scenes in the Readies to
function as an allegory for the process of reading in
the age of machines. Readies sought to illuminate
the form of a process rather than the form of a
medium. Mechanical poetics (like Marcel Duchamp’s
descriptions of an impossible fourth dimension)
magnify reading as a cultural technological medium
without a single essential form. Using punctuation
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in this way—as a visual score rather than cues for
reading aloud—and creating an endless array of
portmanteau words, as Brown so enthusiastically
does, makes literary interpretation problematic.
Precisely because punctuation marks usually
function to guide the voice to read prosody, the use
of punctuation as analogies for motion and other
optical effects moves reading from interpreting words
in connection with an author’s voice to emphasizing
design, visual aesthetics, and movement. Readies do
not efface expressivity, but they put the tone of voice
in doubt. That kind of visual pun logic was common
at the time in works by such artists as Duchamp and
the Surrealists. Duchamp, a formative influence
on Brown’s experimental and visual poetry,
designed, built, and found readymade machines that
illuminated an alternative epistemology.
One could argue that the genesis of Brown’s
machine certainly includes Duchamp’s machines
and poetics. Artists like Raymond Roussell built
their own Surrealist reading machines relatively
soon after the Readies appeared. It seems fitting
that Brown would call the processed texts the
Readies, explicitly alluding to talkies and movies,
and implicitly (and unintentionally) to readymades.
In light of his own claims in The Readies to do for
reading what Pablo Picasso did for painting, or what
James Joyce, Gertrude Stein, and e. e. cummings
did for writing, one might call Bob Brown the
Marcel Duchamp of reading.
The fascination with machine aesthetics was very
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much of the moment in June 1930. In that issue of
the modernist magazine transition, in which Brown
announced his machine, the magazine’s editor,
Eugene Jolas, declared, “The mechanical surrounds
us like a flood. The machine and its relations to
man is doubtless one of the major problems of the
age. Ever more accelerated becomes the tempo, ever
more whirling are the pistons, ever more violent is
the influence of this titanic instrument upon the
thoughts and acts of man” (Jolas, 379).
In 1930, Bob Brown sent a manuscript of The
Readies manifesto to Gertrude Stein. She loved
his invention and laughed out loud at his playful
presentation of plans and ideas. Stein soon wrote
an essay celebrating “Absolutely Bob Brown, or
Bobbed Brown,” alluding to Brown’s call to process
all texts in a telegraphic cut-up style that eliminates
all unnecessary words. In Stein’s poetic allusion,
readies’ authors bobbed sentences like a flapper
bobbed—cut short—her hair. Stein had cut her hair
in a bob a few years before and saw the bob and
Bobbed Brown as quintessentially modern.
Brown composed and published his manifesto—
with an extended example of a readie, composed
and bobbed especially for his machine—in the spa
town Bad-Ems, Bavaria, Germany, during a rest
cure. After his stay in Bad-Ems, he settled for about
a year in Cagnes-sur-Mer, a Côte du Sur village
near where Marcel Duchamp, Kay Boyle, and other
artists and writers lived. Although some scholars
now frame Brown as a dilettante of the European
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avant-garde, the modernists saw him as a precursor,
and central innovator, to their revolution. Kay
Boyle, who co-signed a “revolution of the word”
manifesto in transition and twice won the O. Henry
prize for best short stories, would describe Brown
in a prominently placed 1959 Village Voice obituary
as “one of the greatest innovators in writing (and
printing)” whose joie de vivre inspired everyone
who knew him. The expatriate modernists in
Paris—especially those associated with transition—
embraced The Readies project, with Number 12 in
the magazine’s “revolution of the word” manifesto
(“THE PLAIN READER BE DAMNED”)
seeming to introduce Brown’s efforts (Boyle, et. al.,
12; all caps in original). In 1929, just before Brown’s
rest cure vacation in Bavaria, Harry and Caresse
Crosby’s Black Sun Press, in Paris, published his
1450-1950, a book of hand-drawn visual poetry.
One of those poems, “Eyes on the Half-Shell,”
was initially shown in 1912 (at least a year before
Guillaume Apollinaire considered writing visual
poems, or “calligrammes”) to Marcel Duchamp,
who published it in his Blindman in 1917. Brown
would see in the “Calligrammes” (published in
1918) a realization of his desire for what literature
could become, and he punned on “Apollinaris”
mineral water, bottled eighty kilometres upriver
from Bad Ems, by claiming to bathe in Apollinaire.
Many decades later, Augusto de Campos, a cofounder of the International Concrete Poetry
movement, republished Brown’s 1450-1950 and
introduced Brown’s work as a precursor to concrete
poetry (de Campos).
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While an expatriate, Brown published
approximately eight volumes of experimental
poetry from 1929 until 1931—five in 1931 alone—
including four volumes in which the visual design
played crucial roles in the meaning of the texts. He
continued to publish avant-garde works, advocated
Surrealist writing, and published many volumes in
popular genres throughout the 1930s. During those
years, he simultaneously published tracts advocating
communes and radical education, wrote Hollywood
B-movie story treatments, and co-authored
numerous cookbooks.
It was within the context of all this other work that
Brown produced his manifesto. Even the dedication
of the book to “all eye-writers” and “readers who
want an eyeful” alludes to the recurring motif in
his other work of the “celerity of the eye” (versus
the “clumsy hand” turning pages), especially in
visual poetry. In the manifesto’s Chapter I, “An
Eyeful,” he illuminates that literary context all the
way back to his reading Stephen Crane’s “Black
Riders” as a youth, and the socio-technological
changes necessitating a more fitting way to read:
“we have the talkies, but as yet no Readies.” The
chapter, written with a playful but passionate tone,
demonstrates and explains the Readies’ style, filled
with what he calls “smashum” words, including a
type of condensed anagram or portmanteau word,
and a visual design in which “hermaphroditic
hypodermic hyphen” replaces unnecessary words
and chops up long words, all in parodies and
experimental writing. Toward the end of the
chapter, after singing the praises of Joyce and
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Stein, he hints at the larger goal: “I know words
can do anything, become anything, all I hold out
for is more and better reading of the words we’ve
got . . . reading will have to be done by machine;
microscopic type on a movable tape running
beneath a slot equipped with a magnifying glass and
brought up to life size before the reader’s birdlike
eye, saving white space, making words more
moving,” using Brown’s machine and his processed
texts.
Chapter II’s title, “A Two-Way Fish,” alludes to a
prop in a carnival game that allows the grifter to
surreptitiously change a winner into a loser after the
player-as-sucker picks a fish with a winning number
(the shills win a few when the operator switches
in the losing number for a winning number).
The chapter begins with a series of notes before
an extended two-columned experimental essay
that seeks to challenge the for-or-against binaries
usually found in critical essays and manifestos. The
numbered entries in the two columns telescope
autobiographical details into poetic allusions
and dissect neologistic portmanteau words. The
dramatization of the struggle to avoid critical
judgment (or what we might now call logocentric
meaning), with the two columns perhaps serving
as visual and sound tracks, or two voices of dialog,
ends with the phrase “apple sauce,” at the bottom
of one column, and “applause” at the bottom of
the other. “Applause” is a visual pun, a condensed
anagram or smashum of “apple sauce.” The chapter
reads like an absurdist play about modern reading.
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Chapter III, “My Reading Machine,” published in
transition in the June 1930 issue as “The Readies,”
returns to an explanatory mode to suggest that the
machine substitutes for the book as a distribution
mechanism, and that the machine will shift
reading away from cognition toward optics. He
also returns to building a context for the machine
in modernist culture, where “only the reading half
of Literature lags behind, stays old-fashioned . .
. cumbersome . . . bottled up . . . .” The chapter
focuses on specific technical details and quantitative
comparative analysis of reading and its mechanisms
both in Brown’s time and in his imagined future.
The SteamPunk aesthetic, which imagines
alternate histories of design as if contemporary
technologies were invented in an earlier Victorian
or Edwardian era, when steam was a dominant
or prevalent energy source, would today embrace
Brown’s clunky futuristic machines, perhaps with
the slightly modified name MachinePunk, reveling
in cogs, gears, magnifiers, and spools running on
a whirring electric motor. An alternate or counterfactual history of the reading machine’s significance
would describe the machine moving beyond a
single primitive prototype with a small audience
of modernist poets to have mass appeal and use.
That alternate history of the machine highlights the
aesthetic dimension and appeals to designers and
artists outside of literary history.
Chapter IV, “Eye-Lingo,” which goes on to describe
his “inkless” revolution, seems prescient now, in
the age of the Kindle, online texts, and ubiquitous
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handheld texting devices. Brown’s reading machine
will make “a need for new words” to work with the
speed of the machine in portmanteau or “smashum”
style, words like nowtime and machinewise, at
the same time that conjunctions, articles, prefixes,
quotation marks, grammatical marks, and other
“bulky residue” will find little use. Although
Brown insists that he is not inventing a new style
of writing, but simply wants to prepare for the
modernization of reading “at the speed of the day,”
the context of his own tastes and writings makes it
easy for even the best critics, and sometimes Brown
himself, to think of the project only in terms of the
modernist revolution of the word and a “stab in the
dark at writing modernly.” Instead, the Readies
function as a printed analogy for what reading will
feel and look like “spinning past the eye out of a
word-machine.” He admits in this chapter that it is
a “crude” attempt to simulate motion. (To resolve
that shortcoming, this author has published online
a simulation of Brown’s machine, at www.readies.
org, with the mechanisms built in an electronic
simulation.)
The final chapter, “A Story to be Read on the
Reading Machine,” offers an extended example of a
readie, which converts an otherwise unremarkable
story into a cinematic imagist scene. Again, Brown’s
explicit goal is not to offer a new literary style but
rather to suggest “the abbreviated dispatches sent by
foreign newspaper correspondents to cut down cable
expenses,” as if one applied the technologies of the
day to reading all texts, literary and practical.
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One year after publishing his manifesto, Brown
published an anthology of texts especially prepared
for the machine. The later anthology included
forty of his friends and fellow avant-gardists, with
works by Stein, Boyle, and F. W. Marinetti. The
anthology also included such Imagist poets as
William Carlos Williams, with whom Brown had
worked in the Grantwood Village art colony in
1916-17, and a sane Ezra Pound, who corresponded
with Brown and the writers associated with Others:
A Magazine of New Verse in those earlier years. The
anthology’s contributions, of uneven quality, have
a giddy clubhouse feel and lack the coherent focus
and serious intent of Brown’s manifesto. Without
any explicit editorial interference, and Brown only
contributing an appendix (a condensed selection
from The Readies manifesto), some texts seem
more explicitly for the machine while others, like
Marinetti’s, seem to ignore or loosely interpret
Brown’s constraints. Some of the contributors,
especially those not associated with modernist
poetry, wallow in adolescent humor, as if baiting a
fantasized censor with sexually explicit and racist
language (One, in fact, was literally adolescent
in perspective; written by Brown’s teenage son, it
describes his unpleasant first sexual encounter a year
or two before, while they were living in Brazil.)
James T. Farrell, publishing one of his first stories
in the anthology, later discussed how the Readies’
constraints led to his staccato, short-sentence prose
style in Studs Lonigan. Rather than employing a
non-representational style, Farrell (and others,
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including Boyle) had found in Brown’s constraints
a foundation for a politically engaged writing of
the street. Likewise, Brown had championed the
work of Farrell and other politically engaged writers
as part of the revolution of the word. Brown saw
his machine as a democratizing tool, with the
style of the Readies bringing literature to a wider
audience by virtue of its resemblance to styles of
popular writing generally regarded as beneath
even low-brow genre pulp fiction: linear singleline ticker-tape news reports, secret codes, and
telegraphic communications. Brown’s appendix
for the anthology includes the third chapter from
the manifesto, along with other autobiographical
materials, explicitly setting the context of the
machine in relation to his work in publishing and
printing magazines, reading the ticker-tape as a
stock trader, writing for pulps, book dealing, and
advertising.
Most scholarship until now has taken the Readies
anthology as a homogenous group of texts linked
only to modernism’s transition fringe, and has
framed Brown as a dilettante and hack writer.
But neither the perceived homogeneity of the
anthology’s readies nor the portrayal of Brown as
a late-coming advocate of modernist poetry finds
support in the historical record. As mentioned
previously, the simulation of the reading machine
and online publication of the anthology at www.
readies.org allows readers to experience the Readies
as Brown intended one to read them. It also
allows readers to make their own judgments about
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individual readies and the anthology project as a
whole. This author’s “user’s manual” on the website
covers, in a fashion similar to Brown’s manifesto,
both the specific technical issues and consideration
of the implications of publishing an electronic
edition of The Readies for Bob Brown’s Machine.
As described by Brown in his Readies, the machine
was the size of a typewriter, run by electricity,
and unrolled “one moving line of type before
the eye, not blurred by the presence of lines
above and below.” He planned to print the type
“microscopically by the new photographic process
on a transparent tough tissue roll” and this roll,
“no bigger than a typewriter ribbon” would unroll
“beneath a narrow strip of strong magnifying glass.”
It resembled a microfiche reader, for which Brown
started to apply for a patent, and it was specifically
to “rid” the reader “at last of the cumbersome book,
the inconvenience of holding its bulk, turning its
pages, keeping them clean.”
Eventually, one would be able to “radio” readies
as easily “as it is today to [produce] newsies on
shipboard and words perhaps eventually will be
recorded directly on the palpitating ether.” In this
sense, Brown’s work is an ancestor of the shorthand
languages emerging around new media technologies
(i.e., instant messages, emoticons, etc). The material
conditions of type were also something he knew
well, for he owned presses including “a monotype”
from which he “watched molten letters pour
through it into an endless stream of words” (Brown,
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Readies for BB’s Machine, 160). Photographic
composition and the use of new machines, like the
“August-Hunter Camera Composing Machine”
(180), would allow for “a multitude of words” to be
“printed in a minimum of space and yet readable to
the naked eye” (180). Is there a cultural poetics of
the technical apparatus involved in reading? Brown’s
machine as cultural poetics sought to alter the
future lineage of the mechanical process of reading.
The fascination with machines as alternatives to
codex and other traditional forms of representation
was not new to the avant-garde poets and artists
of that era. In the early 1920s, the Dadaist Tristan
Tzara wanted to know if he “could transcribe at
top speed everything that fell, rolled, opened, flew,
and continued” within his head (Tzara as quoted
in Caws 17, n. 17). In Cagnes-sur-Mer, where they
both lived, Brown would often talk with George
Antheil about Antheil’s blaring wind machine, used
in his composition Mechanism (1923). Anththeil,
self-proclaimed “Futurist-terrible,” provoked
audiences to riot during the machine concerts;
he also composed the music for Fernand Léger’s
Ballet Mécanique (1924), a film that celebrated the
mechanical comedy and stunts rather than the
naturalized dance found in traditional ballet. The
shift from considering Readies as another attempt at
experimental writing to absolutely “Bobbed Brown”
reading changed the equation from an aesthetic
experiment to an epistemological alternative. That
alternative did not seek to eliminate expressivity.
Rather, it sought to expand the possibilities of the
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lyric to include new forms of media technologies
and machines.
The different reading technologies and practices
that informed Brown’s shorthand included a wide
array of systems usually not considered in terms of
poetic materiality: reading and writing technologies
ranging from wartime code machines to cookbooks
or party guides, from Hollywood movies to a wide
spectrum of magazines. These were not simply the
commercial foil that professional writers like Brown
reacted against in fleeing toward experimentation.
Rather, Brown’s work demonstrates a much more
nuanced connection between the cultural milieu
and a type of reading practice peculiar to the
twentieth century. The machine highlighted the
peculiar ways of reading abbreviated code systems:
you have to change your pace and focus. We
find this abbreviated language in stock market
tickertape, shorthand, technical manuals, recipes,
and specialized actuarial and accounting codes
that came into widespread use in the first quarter
of the twentieth century, during an era when
“streamlined” equaled “modernity.”
Unlike some of the expatriates who worked with
him, and who were practically starving while they
honed their craft, Brown had already made and
spent or lost three fortunes as a popular writer and
successful publisher. He moved to New York City
in 1908, with an emerging reputation as a writer
but nothing in his pocket, and lived in Greenwich
Village, at one point sharing a room with Eugene
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O’Neil. In the aughts of the twentieth-century,
he sold at least a thousand stories and story-ideas
to the pulps and other pulp writers, including
to H. L. Mencken, who, as an editor of popular
magazines like Smart-Set, relied heavily on Brown
for content. Ezra Pound, in a letter recommending
to James Joyce places to publish, mentioned the
magazine’s call for “top-notch” work and that some
issues were filled with “one hell of a lot of muck”;
in spite of the “muck,” they both published there
(Pound, 18). Menken continued to publish Brown
later in the more serious Mercury. Brown’s house in
the Grantwood colony would serve as a rehearsal
space for the Provincetown Players as well as a
publishing center for the Others Imagist journal. At
that point, in the teens, Brown had also parlayed his
earnings as a writer into greater fortune as a stock
trader. Finally, because of the pro-war hysteria and
prohibition, Brown left the United States in 1918
and eventually settled in Sao Paulo, Brazil, where
he built a very profitable publishing empire that
would include business newsletters in four countries.
In 1918, Duchamp and Mina Loy visited Brown
in Latin America, and during the visit Duchamp
cabled directions back to France for the creation of
Tu m’, a pun-filled painting about mass production
and the replacement of the painter with machines.
Brown’s publishing fortune would later fund his
travels around the world, culminating in his arrival
in France in 1928.
With the worsening economy in the early 1930s,
and his unfortunate wrong bet on the stock market,
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Brown would soon return to the States, broke,
having to borrow the money for his family’s voyage.
His story does not end there by any means, but
those subsequent chapters of his life are beyond
the scope of this brief introduction to his most
significant contribution to the modernist literary
legacy: the readies and the reading machine.
As applications for his reading-machine platform,
Brown’s publications of The Readies, Gems, and
Words represent one of the most significant
contributions to the genre of literary works in which
visual design and layout play a determining role in
the meaning of the texts. His work was later seen
by the Brazilian Noigandres concrete poets, the
Beat poets, and L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets as an
influence and precursor to their work.
Bob Brown became an avant-garde poet and
impresario around 1912—well before the 1930
publication of his manifesto. From 1929 until his
death in 1959, some considered him an important
avant-garde writer and publisher. His connection
to modernist writing, design, and publishing was
neither fleeting nor limited to his few years as an
expatriate in France. His more than fifty-year
career as a writer had him serving as an exemplar
for writers associated with both popular culture
(movies, pulps, bestsellers, advertising copy,
cookbooks, travel guides, magazine publishing,
etc.) and avant-garde publishing. Brown’s work also
illuminates works in popular venues by writers like
Joyce or Pound, who are usually studied in terms
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of experimental writing, and writers crucial to
avant-garde publications, like Boyle or Farrell, who
are usually associated with popular and politically
engaged work. The reading machine has aspects of
both parodic performance-art stunts, in the style of
Tzara, Duchamp, and Antheil, and a practical tool
or product ready to serve a mass market (a precursor
to microfiche, Google books, e-readers, and text
messaging). It is a truism of literary and art studies
that the avant-garde opposes, by definition, massmarketed products. Can a parodic art-stunt also
function as a practical tool? In theoretical terms,
can an attack on reading practices and the book’s
form serve an audience of book readers of canonical
text? Does Brown’s project present an intentionally
paradoxical formation or does it represent an
unresolved contradiction in his project and career?
While The Readies did not initiate an avant-garde
group or movement, like Dada or Surrealism,
dedicated to mechanical forms of reading and
processed texts, it now serves as a kind of dubious
manifesto presaging and engendering the digital
revolution in reading and publishing.
Although The Readies created a sensation among
the avant-garde and expatriates, and was greeted
with the kind of enthusiastic praise that other more
immediately influential manifestoes garnered,
the limited run of 150 copies, with no subsequent
editions until now, assured that it would pass into
obscurity. The two other strikes against Brown—his
huge success in popular genres of writing and the
great variability in the types of his writing—have
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made it challenging for literary scholars to find a
place for him in either modernist avant-garde circles
or in popular culture studies of pulps, movies, and
cookbooks. Brown’s work as both popular writer
and avant-garde innovator makes those genre lines,
generally used to divide publishers’ lists of books
as well as scholars’ areas of study (i.e., modernism,
popular culture, film and media, digital media,
conceptual art, cookbooks, etc.), an irrelevancy.
With its publication now, and with the electronic
version accessible to a wide audience, The Readies’
significance in literary and artistic history and
technology’s impact on reading both become more
apparent. This manifesto presents a clear and
concise statement about the avant-garde’s interest
in preparing for changes in the sensorium and
especially their fascination with the eye’s importance
in reading relative to the perceived dominance of
aurality and interpretation. It also presents the
practical side of the avant-garde’s desire to intervene
in the machinations of everyday life. What if a
machine illuminated the visuality of reading hiding
in plain sight? Bob Brown’s manifesto answers that
question and demonstrates its potential.
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Notes on the Text

To preserve the look and feel of the original, a few notes
appear here instead of within The Readies.
1. Much of the word play involves well known
modernist writers, e.g., Proustly (for Marcel
Proust) or Gert (for Gertrude Stein) on page 1 or
Whitmanized (for Walt Whitman) on page 2.
2. Brown claims to have gotten the idea for his
visual poetry from the blank page from Tristram
Shandy [note Brown’s typo in the title] on page
2. The visual poem below that citation uses blank
space as a poetic element.
3. Typos often they seem intentional either as
part of a portmanteau word or, in at least one case
(“adriot”[sic]), a meta-commentary on an editor’s
adroit proofreading (and the tendency of some
readers to read significance into typos). On page 13,
and elsewhere, Brown directly addresses editors and
proofreaders, but it is unclear whether he intends
that the proofing will be “well looked to” or whether
one should keep the apparent typos as part of the
meta-commentary.
4. Brown mentions that the spools of reading
materials will be available like safety razors
(page 31) in stores and even in telephone booths.
Although cell phones have made phone booths
obsolete, those phones’ ability to download reading
fits perfectly with the vision of a future where texts
are tele-vistically delivered over the airwaves.
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5. Brown lists many authors, to the point that the
extended essay reads like a catalogue of authors in
relation to printing and literary design. He includes
representatives from three groups: modernist
artists and writers and other innovative writers; the
authors of canonical literary works; and printers and
designers important to the history of the Book. He
singles out Anthony Trollope (1815-1882), on page
32, for ridicule. Trollope, one of the most respected
and admired Victorian novelists, was often
disparaged for his long-winded prose and prolific
output. Brown takes aim at Trollope to suggest that
modernity’s demands, and the efficiencies of reading
machines, will make novels in the future much
more condensed than Trollope’s.
6. On page 37, Brown mentions Caxton in a
list of authors and printers involved in inventing
the traditional notion of the Book. Caxton, the
first English printer, lived in the early and midfifteenth century and began printing in England
in 1476, after a long career as a merchant, trading
wool, luxury goods, and illuminated manuscripts.
Typically stationers were early printers, and Caxton
fit that mold, but he began his second career as
translator and printer late in life. The first book
printed in English, by Caxton, was the History of
Troy (1473c.) and the second Game and Play of the
Chess (1475).
7. In the same list of early printers and canonical
authors, Brown mentions Jimmy-the-Ink on page
37. Brown referred to his friend and fellow pulp
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writer in the first decade of the twentieth-century,
William Wallace Cook, as a “modern day Jimmythe-Ink.” It seems likely that Brown uses the phrase
to refer to a fifteenth-century type-founder and
printer like James Grover, or a generic early English
printer. But the placement of the pseudonym next
to other founding printers and authors suggests
a different allusion: Jimmy-the-Ink was also the
pseudonym used by the author/illustrator James
Daugherty, who was famous as a modernist painter
and was a New Yorker magazine cover and cartoon
illustrator. His illustrations in the 1920s often
have elements of movement. While he was already
considered a canonical illustrator and children’s
book author, an important figure in the definition
of the modern Book, and later won both Caldecott
and Newberry awards, he was not an early printer.
8. Bruce Rogers (1870-1957), mentioned on page
40, was one of the most important American
typographers in the twentieth century. Known
mostly for his use of typography in book design
rather than typeface design, he designed more
than four hundred books. Brown strategically
places himself with the Gutenberg, Caxton, and
Rogers lineage in the development of the Book, and
beyond.
9. On page 32, “Chiswick Preß” includes the
German character that usually replaces the letters
ss. The Chiswick Press, publisher of William
Morris and influential in English printing and
typography, was part of the lineage of literary

Notes
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meaning by typo-graphic design that Brown
constructs in The Readies.
10. Racist and anti-Semitic words appear in Brown’s
example of a story to be read on his machine; see,
for example, page 44. Perhaps this language is
symptomatic of a failure and contradiction in the
modernist project of the time, which sought to move
beyond prejudice through the visual (see Michael
North), perhaps it was an unfortunate anomaly
and lacuna not central to Brown’s work (see Craig
Dworkin), or perhaps it was an intentional effort
to produce a street-talk filled with expressivity and
challenges to censors.
11. The note on pages 51 and 52 at the close of the
extended essay is key to the project, as one can use
the list as a guide to produce one’s own readies (see,
for example, Saper, 2010).
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